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INTRODUCTION 

Deep inelastic heavy ion collisions are accompanied by a 
great kinetic energy loss. The value of loss (Ioo-:- 300 MeV 111 ) 
tells us that the excited nuclear states can be of complicated 
structure. However, since the time of the energy loss is extre
mely short (~Io-22 s /1,

21 ) some coherent mechanism of the 
energy damping may exist. 

It means that the doorway states can be the collective ones. 
From the large value of the energy loss it follows that first 
of all it is necessary to take into account high frequency 
modes of excitation, Among them the multipole nuclear·rnatter 
density vibrations (giant rel?onances) are the most important13"51 

Based on these assumptions, we have got equations 151 , descri
bing the relative motion of the interacting nuclei in a clas
sic approximation. These equations have a number of peculiari
ties, distinguishing them from analogous equations, usually 
used in the phenomeriological models 121.Since the time of the 
kinetic energy loss to the inner degrees of freedom and the 
relaxation time are of the same order, the explicit time de
pendence of frictional coefficient and of the varying (renor
malized due to excitation of inner degrees of freedom) nucle
us-nucleus potential and mass parameters plays an essential 
role in the equations of motion. Second, the asymptotic value 
of the radial frictional coefficient is 50-100 times as small 
as phenomenological one 121• T·hese two facts made it possible 
to suppose that the source of the irreversible kinetic energy 
losses is not only the radial friction but also the explicit 
time-dependent interaction potential. Preliminary estimations 
(except trajectory calculations) showed that the significant 
part of the experimental kinetic energy loss might be explai
ned in this way. 

The aim of the present paper is to study possible ways of 
explanation of the experimental data on the energy loss and 
energy angle (E-8) correlations 11 •21 on the basis of our model, 
having done detailed trajectory calculations. 

The physical results strongly depend on the spectrum of the 
nuclear inner excitations. We shall point, if possible, to the 
changes of the results while using another microscopic model. 
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EQUATION OF MOTION 

In paper 151 we get the following equations for the descrip
tion of the relative motion in the collision plane: 

•• 2 3 
~R -L /~R 

au 
+-- ~-aR 

(I a) 

L 
a<oV> ---, ae 

where~ is the reduced mass; U, the nucleus-nucleus potential, 
conta1n1ng the nuclear 121 and Coulomb 161terms. The connection 
between the relative motion and the inner degrees of freedom 
is described by the interaction . -

<oV> ~ :£ Ya (R)ta (t), 
a (I b) 

* • • A 

Ya ~Yn£m(R)~'Gn£(R)Y£rn (R) is the form factor (see also Ap-
pendix A), ta"' tn£m are amplitudes, and (n.£,m) are quantum 
numbers of the density oscillations. In the hydrodynamic ap
proximation linear damped oscillations are described in the 
presence of an external force, which appears due to the con
nection of oscillations with relative motion: 

2<u t . 
ta(t) ~-_a_ f dt'.exp(-f' (t-t')/2)sin(n (t-t'))y (t'), (2) hO a a a a 0 

"'a~"' n£ are natural frequencies na ~v"'~ -f' a2! 4, [' ~r n£ is the 
damped term, describing phenomenologicaly the cgnnection of 
collective vibrations with the other inner degrees of freedom. 

Substituting (2) into (I) we get the system of integra
differential equations for the trajectory R(t), e(t) in the 
collision plane. We succeeded in getting these equations of 
a closed type owing to the interaction linearity in density
oscillation amplitudes. It gave us a possibility of writing 
(2). For a more complicated interaction we must solve a large 
number of coupled differential equations for relative and 
inner motions. In principle the system (1.2) can be solved 
numerically, for example, by using the 'finite-difference 
method. However, for comparison with the phenomenologiCal 
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models it is useful to reduce the equations to an approximate 
differential form, separating the induced potential,friction, 
mass parameters 

(3) 
d 'I' -L -

-CLCl + --ll =--xe 
dt ~R 2 ~R 2 

In paper 151 the induced potential ('(}) and the radial fric
tion(X R) were briefly considered. Let us write the expres
sions for all functions, entering into equations (3) (see 
also Appendix A): 

~~(R,t) 

t 

i J sn XRR(s)ds, 
0 

t 
= i f sn X ee (s) ds, 

0 

(4) 
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(4) 
ixee (s) ~ ~ Mn£ · £ (£ +1) ·sin(!\£ s). exp(-rn£ s/2), 

n1 

Xe is the tangential frictional coefficient, M and 'I' iner
tial parameters. Equations of mOtion are completely determi
ned by the radial form factor and structure time functions 
iXRR•iXee' which are analogous to the response functions /7,8/ 
for radial and tangential motions. It is to be noted that they 
are deduced without averaging over the grand canonical ensem
ble (as is usually done in Linear Response Theory /7,8,9/) .Besi

.des, we did not suppose the localization of interaction in 
angle 181 while separating the angular part, but expended the 
interaction over spherical functions. The renormalized poten
tial, friction, etc., depend not only on distance but also 
on time. In Linear Response Theory this dependence is neglect
ed and asymptotic values are used. But for such fast proces
ses as the dissipation in deep inelastic heavy ion collisions 
to do the same is wrong, to our mind151. Let us analyse this 
statement in detail. In order to estimate the characteristic 
·relaxation times we calculate the response function iX RR.. 
(Fig. I) and its initial moments J(\l,l (Fig. 2) and Jlf) c•·ig.3) 
defining the explicit dependence of the induced potential U 
and radial friction XR on time. 

r•o Th232 

Fig.2. The zeroth moment of 
the response function JC{i}(t) 
defining the explicit time 
dependence of the induced 
potential U. 
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lO 
J~'(t) x" (R o· 21 sk(Rr J~"lt) Fig.3. 

of the 
J~) (t) 
plicit 
of the 

The first moment 
response function 
defining the ex

time dependence 
coefficient of 

radial friction X R. 

The following conclusions can be drawn: 

i) The time of taking asymptotic value by the potential 
'as,p= (0.5-2.0)·10-22 (Fig. 2) is close to the kinetic
energy-loss time, following from the calculation according 
to the classic friction models 121 

ii) The analogous value for the radial frictional coeffici
ent r as fr =50· I0-22 (Fig. 3) is comparable with the whole 
reaction 'time 11

'. Strong oscillations J )i> for times lesser 
than r r are connected with the response-function oscil-as, r 

lations. Although they are not practically seen in Fig. I, 
they strengthen owing to the integration with the weight 
function proportional to t • 

iii) The memory time (the time of two largest response fun
ction oscillations (Fig. I) r;n ~ 3.to-23 ·s is several times as 
small as the analogous one trm~Z· Jo-22.s) got in ref. 181 by 
assuming the one-body dissipation mechanism. It is explained 
by the fact that we consider a hi~her-frequency branch of 
nuclear excitations than in ref. 1 1 (See Appendix A). 

iv) Damped terms, introduced phenomenologically to take 
into account the decay of collective modes into noncollective 
ones, are important for smoothing characteristic pulsations 
in the response function at times larger than (~5-7 ·I0-21.s ) . 
Besides, this damping allows us to neglect the artifical pro
cedure of cutting while integrating over time used in ref. 181 . 

The asymptotic values ( t _,. oo) of radial and tangential 
frictional coefficients are proportional to damping values. 
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So, the dampihg is significant for the description of irrever
sible energy losses caused by friction. 

v) The potential, friction, etc., are factorized into radial 
form factor y(R) (or its derivatives) and time functions J ~n)e (t) 
(4), defined by response functions i)( RR ee and having recur.: 
rent correlations: ' 

t 
J(n) (t) ~ t•J(n-!) (t)- J J(n-!)Cs) ds. 

0 
The form of response functions depends on the nature of 

states excited in the nuclear collision. The main features 
are the memory time and amplitudes. Let us substitute the 
response function by the effective step function: 

X 00 I ix(t) ~ --
'm 

We arrive at the 

1 t :; ' m 

0 t > ' m 

following result: 

t < ' - m 

(Sa) 

(5b) 

Varying x 00 and r we can roughly estimate the influence of the 
concrete choice of a microscopic model on the renormalized 
terms. The amplitude xOO and the memory time rm are completaly 
defined by the excitation spectrum and its contribution into 
the connection term with relative motion <8V> (lb). But the 
amplitude is an integral characteristic defined by the whole 
spectrum, then the memory time strongly depends on the distri
bution of the connection term <8V> over spectrum. So, later 

. /5/ on we shall keep x 00 value the same as in ref. and shall 
vary only r m . As a result, we get a suitable parametrization 
for all time-dependent functions in the Equations of Motion. 

RADIAL FRICTION 

In phenomenological trajectory calculations the radial fric
tion is usually chosen as )( R =CR. f(R), where C R is the free pa
rameter and f(R) is the form factor that is most frequently 
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taken as the square of the first or second derivative of a 
nucleus-nucleus potential with respect to the distance 121 

f(R)-(aU(aR) 2 or (a2 u;aR 2) 2 

An analogous form factor can also be separated in our case. 
However, the effective frictional strength CR explicitly 
depends on time and as was mentioned above, the time of taking 
the asymptotic value appears to be rather large (- 5. I0-21 ·s ) 
and comparable with the whole reaction time. Preliminary esti
mations of the frictional force showed 151 that it is too small 
(50-100 times as small as phenomenological one 121 ). We chec
ked this statement in trajectory calculations in this work 
also choosing different nucleus-nucleus potentials. As a 
result, we can draw the conclusion that the obtained radial 
frictional forces in our model are too small (on the average, 
100 times as less as phenomenological ones) *. It means that 
significant kinetic energy losses cannot be explained only 
by the radial friction. Earlier we mentioned the rough pro
portionality of asymptotic frictional forces to damping and 
duration of the response function. We selected damping as to 
describe the widths of the lowest excitations, therefore its 
considerable variations are not allowed. ·It is possible to 
enlarge the effective memo.ry time of the r·esponse function by 
applying a more realistic model for the description of density 
oscillations (e.g., taking into account deformation of the 
form of a nucleus, diffusion of the nuclear surface and con
sidering the density oscillations in the double nuclear sys
tem). We intend to investigate the influence of the form and 
nuclear surface diffusion parameters on the response function. 

POTENTIAL 

In our previous paper we supposed that irreversible kinetic 
energy losses can be caused not only by friction but also by 
the explicitly time-dependent yotential: 

* We should mention the analogous result obtained in Linear 
Response Theory under the assumption about the one-body dis
sipation mechanism 181 
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Figs.-4,5. (E-e) correlation for the reaction Th+Ar. 
There are effective memory times (in units 10-22 s) 
near all the curves (see the text). 
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(6) 

In this case the irreversibility of energy losses is ensu
red by the threshold fonn of J(~) (Fig. 2), which follows 
from the coherent superposition of nuclear densisy oscillati
ons. Energy losses are defined by the potential.U averaged 
over the time of interaction (r int ) : 

'· tnt 
l'o.E(,, ) ~E -E(, )~ I 

1nt 0 int 
0 

dJ~) 
u ·-- ·dt. 

0 dt 
(7) 

This correlation can be easily obtained from the equation 
for radial motion with the explicitly time-dependent force. 
Parametrizing J~) in the simplest way (5b) we get: 

00 
XRR T 

l'o.E(, )~--I 
int 

' 0 

(7a) 

where r == min(r int , r m), r m is the effective memory time (5), 
From this it follows that r must be comparable with the 
interaction time (energy lo~ses will be small both for small 
'm (the integral (7a) itself is small) and for large 'ml· In 
Fig, 4 this is illustrated by the calculation of (E-e) cor
relation for the reaction Th + Ar (380 MeV) at several values 
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of time rm. We ~eglected all the renormalized terms (except 
the potential U), It is seen that we can expect the conside-

f -21 • . • rable energy losses or r ro -10 -s. The losses are ~ns~gn~-
ficant both for- r -10-22 s and for r -lo-20 -s. m m 

TANGENTIAL FRICTION, INERTIAL PARAMETERS 

In our calculations the value of tangential friction is 
near to the phenomenological one 121 

The ratio of the value of the renormalized mass to the 
reduced one does not exceed several per cent: 

I M 1 ~I < o.o9. 

However, this ratio strongly oscillates in time. The analo
gous result can be obtained for the renormalized inertial 
moment 

- 2 lf/R ~I< 0.001. 

. Asymptotic value M and j ~1~ very small but times of tak-
1ng these values are about 10 s. 

TRAJECTORY CALCULATIONS RESULTS 

One can see the results of our calculations of the energy 
angle (E-8) 11 •21 correlation of the reaction Th+Ar (380 MeV) 
products in Figs. 4-6. The calculations have been performed 
on the basis of equations (3,4). The response functions are 
chosen in form (5). The amplitudes x~~, x ~~ are defined 
within our model. The only parameter of the spectrum is the 
memory time r~=r~=rm*· 

First, let us analyse the result of calsulations of cor
relation when only the induced potential U (among the renor
malized terms) is taken into account (Fig. 4).It is seen that 
in such a way one can describe considerable kinetic enerry 
losses (about 70 MeV). However, the whole experimenta1 11 cor
relation cannot be thus described. 

*The model used defines also rm==3-to-23 s. 
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The results of calculation of (E-0) ~,orrelation in the 
case, when the time-dependent potential U and friction XR 
are taken into account are shown in Fig. 5. For rm =18 .Jo-22·s 

(the variant of the best description of experimental data)one 
can observe the results of calculation in the cases: i) the 
only radial friction (I); ii) the only potential ll (II); 
iii) the tangential friction and potential (III). One can see 
that it is very important to take into account the time-de
pendent ·potential and friction simultaneously. At the begin
ning of collision the main contribution is due to the renorma
lized time-dependent potential, at a later stage the role of 
friction enlarges. This statement is confirmed both by the 
results of trajectory calculations and by the peculiarities 
of time-dependent forms of the potential and friction (Figs.2, 
l!_. 

The results of our calculations are compared with the re
sults of phenomenological friction calculation 121 and experi
mental data 111 in Fig. 6. It is shown that the results of both 
theoretical calculations are similar. The difference between 
experimental and theoretical results can be eliminated by 
including deformation in the exit channel 1111 . 
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Fig.6. Comparison 
of (E-0) correlati
ons,calculated in· 
the framework of our 
model (MOD) and the 
phenomenological 
friction model 
(GROSS) with the ex
perimental data. 

The connection of the relative motion of two colliding 
nuclei with the density vibrations is described by the poten
tial 

~ 

aU (_R _. R....JPr...' _R_,_t _) ~ 
aR t • BR t (R • f) , 
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where U is the nuclear part of the statical potential 121 ; 
R,(RP),the average radius of the target (the projectile) 

j'(z.e) * , hwne 8R ~ R :S F e Y e (R) v ---""''---- !; nfm (t) , 
t t nfm n z n£ m 2m u: p 0 

the variables ( nfm describe the density vibrations, jE ,jf 
are the spherical Bessel function and its derivative 

Rt 

F-2 - I n1 - 0 
.2( z.e 2 le --r) r dr, 

R t • 

-3 p 0 ~0.17 frn , u, ~0.2-c is the "sound 11 velocity in nuclear 
matter, m is the nucleon mass, 
from equations /12/: 

w e==U Z 11 /R , Z £ can be found n sm. t n 

17(£ -1)(£+2) 

3mu 2 A113 z s t n£ 

In the explicit form: 

* 8V = :S y 
n Em nfm 

* ' • I; , ~ S 'G e (R) Ye (R) I; , 
nLm nEm n m mm 

4rrhU "M " 
'G (R)~y(R)y nc"' 

n1 (2£ +1) '"'n£ 
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